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Abstract
In ski racing, athletes compete individually against a
clock.  The accuracy of this clock is crucial in determining
the results of the race.  This project improves upon the
design of currently available commercial timing devices in
three major ways.  The timer uses an Ethernet interface for
connecting to the timing computer, it can operate wirelessly,
allowing more flexibility in the setup of races, and it can
synchronize itself over this wireless network.
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Introduction
In competitive sports there are multiple ways of ranking an individual or team against another
individual or team.  In soccer, two teams compete directly and the final score determines the winner.  In
figure skating, a panel of judges rank each competitor based on their performance and that score
determines the winner.  In horse racing, the order that the horses cross the finish line determines the
winner.  In contrast, racers compete individually on a set course and are ranked based on the time it
took to complete the course.  During this type of competition the accuracy of the timing system can
affect the final outcome and call into question of the validity of the race.
 The commonly used ski race timing system consists of five major components: a start wand,
photo eyes, a clock, wire, and a person to calculate the elapsed times.  The start wand is used to record
when a racer start occurs.  The photo eyes determine when a racer completes their run.  The wire
connects the start wand and photo eyes to the clock.  The clock, running in time of day, records the
times that the start wand and photo eyes signal a start or finish, respectively.  And a person, referred to
herein as the 'Chief of Timing', calculates the racer's net time by subtracting the start time of day from
the finish time of day.  So a racer who starts at 9:26:46.521 and finishes at 9:27:38.441 would have a
net time of 51.92 seconds.  This is referred to as the 'Time of Day' timing method.  These components
allow racers to be ranked and to determine the winner.
This project implements a new clock, referred to herein as the 'timer', for use in ski racing.  This
timer allows greater flexibility for the race organizers in course selection and results distribution.
Currently wire is required to connect the various components.  We replace this wire with a TCP/IP
based wireless network without sacrificing the accuracy of the racers' times.  This network also allows
multiple sources to gather times from the timer.
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Background
Current Implementation
Timing in ski racing is governed by the International Ski Federation (FIS)1 which releases rules
and requirements for timing and timers2.  The most common method for timing a ski race is the use of
pairs of wire connecting the start wand and photo eyes to the timer.  This is described in the 'Level 1'
setup in the FIS timing-booklet.  The timer records impulses in time of day mode and the elapsed time
is then calculated.  This system is then connected to a computer that is used for results processing and
data distribution.  This computer must be kept warm and dry for it to function, therefore some structure
must exist to protect the computer.
Another requirement of timing in ski racing is the use of a parallel backup timer and backup
hand timing.  The backup timer must be synchronized with the primary to the time of day.  The time
difference of the two timers must be no more than 5 milliseconds.  The backup hand timers must be
synchronized to each other and it is recommended that they are synchronized to the primary timer.
This synchronization method allows the Chief of Timing to verify that there are no problems with the
primary timer and allows for calculation of equivalent times from the other timers.  An equivalent time
would be needed if the photo eyes become misaligned or if the primary timer fails to record an impulse
time.  
The method of synchronization is also described.  The timer is set to a time of day and waits for
a 'synchronization impulse' to start its internal clock.  A common contact switch is used to send the
impulse to all the timers simultaneously.
1 http://fis-ski.com/  
2 http://www.fis-ski.com/uk/rulesandpublications/alpineskiing/timing.html  
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Current Limitations
Currently timers use RS-2323, or similar serial protocols, to report the recorded impulses times.
Impulses are signals generated by the start wand or finish eyes.  A single computer connects to the
DB-9 RS-232 port on the back of the timer, seen below, and is used to calculate times for each racer.
The limitations of using RS-232 are; the distance between the computer and timer, and availability of
the data for other sources.  Other consumers of the timing data include electronic scoreboards,
announcers, and web sites4.
3 Electronics Industries Association, "EIA Standard RS-232-C Interface Between Data Terminal Equipment and Data
Communication Equipment Employing Serial Data Interchange", August 1969, reprinted in Telebyte Technology Data
Communication Library, Greenlawn NY, 1985, no ISBN
4 http://www.live-timing.com/  
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4Illustration 1: Level 1 Timing Setup © FIS
1. Primary Wires
2. Backup Wires
3. Primary Photoeyes
4. Backup Photoeyes
5. Primary Timer
6. Backup Timer
7. Hand Timing
8. Communication
Current timers also require that a pair of wires must be run from the timer to the start wand and
finish eyes, see Illustration 1.  This wire must run the length of the course and can be as much as a mile
long.  This amount of wire is a large capital investment which must be installed properly and
maintained regularly.    An improperly installed wire can generate stray impulses, which could
jeopardize the race results.  An unmaintained wire could fail and leave the race coordinators with no
choice but to cancel or postpone the race.  Line conditioners can be used to stabilize the electrical
signal on the wire, but they require further capital investment.
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New Implementation
The timer described in this project adds additional communication methods and implements a
new synchronization method.  Instead of using an RS-232 serial port, a 10/100 Base-T5 Ethernet port is
used to transmit the Time of Day impulses.  The Ethernet port is then connected to an 802.11 based
wireless hub.  The wireless setup removes the need for long wires to be installed in the race course.
Synchronization is then done via the ntp6 protocol.  For backwards compatibility, the timer has an
RS-232 port and implements the 'pulse synchronization'7 method.  This method involves setting all of
the timers to an identical time and connecting the timers to a common switch.  Closing this switch
starts the timers' internal clocks.
5 IEEE 802.3u-1995 http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?isnumber=30223&arnumber=1388753&count=1&index=0
6 http://www.ntp.org/  
7 http://www.fis-ski.com/data/document/timingbooklet-v2_42.pdf  
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Methodology
Requirements
The FIS describes the basic operating requirements of a timer in the timing booklet.
Specifically this includes:
• A printer included or attached to the timer.
• Be able to output times to a computer.
• Measure times with an accuracy of one millisecond.
• Operate between -10º and +40º Celsius (C).
• A quartz crystal accurate below +/- 10 PPM at a temperature range of -10º to +60º C.
• The crystal must age at a rate lower than +/- 3 PPM a year.
• Maintain a time drift must be below +/-0.5 PPM at 25° C.
• Be homologated, certified, by the FIS Timing Working Group.
The timer also must accept inputs from start wands and photo eyes.  Both start wands and photo
eyes signal a racer start or finish by closing a circuit between themselves and the timer.
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Hardware used
• A Maxim DS32318 realtime clock (RTC) with an integrated temperature-compensated crystal
oscillator (TCXO) was used as the quartz crystal.  
• An embedded control board with optocoupled inputs, a 100 Base-T Ethernet connection,
RS-232 ports, and a CompactFlash interface was selected to control the timer.  The R-Engine-L9
(RL) board is manufactured by Tern Inc.10  The controller is based around a 80C186-based
processor and stores its operating program in flash memory or battery-backed SRAM.
8 http://datasheets.maxim-ic.com/en/ds/DS3231-DS3231S.pdf  
9 http://www.tern.com/portal/click_download.asp?contentid=691  
10 http://www.tern.com/  
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Software used
The RL can be purchased as a kit, which includes the 'Paradigm C++ - TERN Edition' build
environment.  The build environment includes an on board debugger, which can be used to debug code
directly running on the board.  The environment also includes Tern specific libraries and board
programming software.
9
Design
Overview
Operation of the timer is done through a standard web browser.  The timer runs a small
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) server and processes commands via the Common Gateway
Interface (CGI).  The HTTP server serves static HTML pages.  The timing data is stored in XML files.
The data is then manipulated and formatted with JavaScript (ECMAScript).  Manipulating the data on
the local browser saves processing time and memory on the RL board.  The HTML, CSS, JS, and XML
files are stored on a CompactFlash card on the RL.
The wireless connection is controlled with a standard Wi-Fi router or hub.  Initially the timer is
given a unique IP address based on the serial number of the timer; this can be configured as seen below.
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Screenshots
Illustration 2: Main timing screen is the main operating window of the timer.  Coldhaus
Consulting is my race timing venture.  Configuration and setup information can be found in the menu
on the left.  Timing data is placed in the table on the right.  'Event Type' can be Timing impulse (T) or
Synchronization impulse (S).  'Sequence Number' is a unique number assigned to each impulse.  'Timer
Input' is the channel the timing impulse was received on.  'Time' is the recorded impulse time.  The
table auto-updates every five seconds, utilizing Javascript, to display new impulse times.  Each column
can also be sorted by clicking on the header row.
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Illustration 2: Main timing screen
The timer can be synchronized in either of two ways, as seen in Illustration 3: Synchronization
screen.  The traditional impulse method can be used by setting the current date and time and clicking
'Sync'.  The timer will then wait for a synchronization impulse.  The timer can also be synchronized by
entering an NTP server IP address and clicking 'NIST'.  Any local or non-local NTP server can be used.
The timer can also be synchronized to another timer because the timer implements an NTP server.
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Illustration 3: Synchronization screen
The timer can be named and assigned a role, seen above.  The name enables easy identification.
The role assigns where the timer is placed in the race course.  Possible roles include Primary Start,
Backup Start, Primary Finish, Secondary Finish, Intermediate 1, etc.  The IP address, Netmask, and
Gateway are also assigned here.
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Illustration 4: Configuration screen
Build Instructions
The build is controlled by the Paradigm IDE.  Downloading of the program to the RL control
board is also handled through Paradigm.
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Circuit Diagrams
Illustration 5: Timing Crystal Circuit Diagram is the timing circuit diagram for the daughter
board build for the timer.  The DS3231 realtime clock is powered by a 3.3v regulator and a battery
backup for when the main power is disabled.  The 32kHz oscillator signal and i2c pins of the clock are
connected directly to the Tern control board.
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Illustration
5: Timing Crystal Circuit Diagram
16Illustration 6: Tern RL Logical Circuit Diagram
Illustration 6: Tern RL Logical Circuit Diagram is the logical circuit diagram of the timer
inputs.  The timer inputs are connected to pins 19 and 20 on the Tern's J3 header.  Secondary inputs are
also connected to pins 1 and 2.  The inputs from pins 19 and 20 are routed through an optocoupler
(U34) into a GAL16V8 (U9).  U9 is a gate array logic chip that was reprogrammed to generate specific
signals for the inputs.  U9 then routes the signals generated by these inputs to interrupts 5 and 6 on the
186 processor, not shown.  When an interrupt is generated, the timer records the time of the interrupt
and the input channel.  Pins 1 and 2 are routed through an optocoupler into a Phillips SC2602 DUART
(U4).  U4 is connected to the 186 processor, not shown.  The timer reads these two channels for
impulses in a polling loop in the main program.
File Descriptions
flash.c: Contains functions for writing to the CompactFlash card.
heapsize.c: Paradigm library file for increasing the size of the heap
httpd.c: The HTTP server code, modified from the TERN library
httpd_fs.c: Creates directory listing HTML pages
i2chip_hw.c: Tern library file for controlling the Ethernet port
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Illustration 7: Timer
index.c: HTTP server code for configuring the timer via CGI
re_rtc.c: i2c bus code for reading from the DS3231
ser1.c: Serial formatting
socket.c: Tern library implementing TCP/IP sockets
tag.c: Serial RS-232 printing and output
timer0.c Main program loop
GAL.PLD Logic table for the GAL16V8
Associated header files:
cpu.h
httpd.h
i2chip_hw.h
ntp.h
ntp_fp.h
ntp_types.h
ntpd.h
rl.h
socket.h
tag.h
types.h
Required Tern Libraries:
filesy16.lib Tern CompactFlash library
mm16.lib Tern 16-bit memory management
re.lib RL specific configuration
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Future Development
The timer's functionality can be extended in a number of ways.  An input pad could be built so
that the timer could be used as a backup hand timer.  Software could also be written to read timing data,
from the timer, and display it to scoreboards or to format is for use in television broadcasts.  The timer
could also be modified to conform with the timing rules of other clock based sports, rally racing,
bobsledding, etc.  
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